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Abstract 
Wimp, J., C. Rorres and R.F. Wayiand Jr, Acoustic impulse responses for nonuniform media, Journal of 
Computational and Applied Mathematics 42 (1992) 89-107. 
The acoustic impulse responses of a family of nonuniform lossless one-dimensional media are determined. The 
nonuniform portions of the media are confined to layers of either finite or infinite thicknesses. The acoustic 
impedances of the nonuniform layers as functions of travel time are assumed known. The impulse responses 
are determined by evaluating the Fourier transforms of their reflection coefficients using infinite series 
expansions and contour integrations. 
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1. List of symbols 
P(x, 0 
p(x) 
c(x) 
r(t) 
P(X, 4 
R(w) 
T(o) 
d 
7 
‘d 
m 
Z(x) 
z(7) 
excess pressure; 
equilibrium density; 
local wave velocity; 
impulse response; 
Fourier transform of P( x, t); 
reflection coefficient; 
transmission coefficient; 
thickness of nonuniform layer; 
travel time; 
travel time through nonuniform layer; 
Dirac delta or impulse function; 
impedance as a function of distance; 
impedance as a function of travel time. 
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2. Iritroductionr 
In the direct acoustic scattering problem, one attempts to determine the acoustic waves 
scattered by a known nonuniform medium when an incident wave is specified. When the 
incident wave is in the form of a Dirac delta function (or impulse function), then the scattered 
wave, measured at some convenient point in space, is called the impdse response of the 
medium. 
In this report we determine the impulse responses for a certain family of nonuniform media. 
In each case, the medium is assumed to be one-dimensional and acoustic energy losses within 
the medium are assumed to be negligible. The nonuniformity in the medium is confined to 
some layer, either of finite thickness or infinite thickness (Fig. 1). An incident pressure wave in 
the form of an impulse function generated in the uniform region to the left of the layer reaches 
the nonuniform layer at time I = 0 and produces a reflected wave travelling to the left and a 
transmitted wave travelling to the right for t > 0. The impulse response we are interested in is 
the pressure measured at the left interface of the nonuniform layer for all t > 0. The 
nonuniform layer is described acoustically by specifying its impedance as a function of the 
travel time of sound waves through the layer. 
As we show, when the layer in one of our examples is finite, the corresponding impulse 
response is expressible as an infinite series with each term in the infinite series corresponding 
to a multiple reflection back-and-forth between the two interfaces bounding the layer. The first 
term of the infinite series is the impulse respsnse corresponding to when the thickness of the 
layer goes off to infinity. 
These examples arose from the desire of the authors to test certain inverse algorithms for the 
reconstruction of the acoustic impedance of nonuniform media through measurements of their 
impulse responses. Since many inverse algorithms are based on a knowledge of the impulse 
response, the specific examples presented in this report should be useful for analytically testing 
such algorithms. 
It should be remarked that others have developed techniques for determining the exact 
impulse responses for piecewise uniform media (see, for example, [2-41). Such techniques are 
UNIFORM LAYER ix < 0) 
Wave Velocity = co NONUNIFORM 
UNIFORM LAYER (x > d) 
Wave Velocity = cl 
Incident Wave 
Reflected Wave 
R(w) exp[i o( t + x/co)] 
Wave Velocity = c(x) 
T(w) exp[i w( t - x/c, )] 
x=0 x=d 
Fig. 1. The gewvtry of the problem. 
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of immense practical importance and can also lead to discrete iterative inverse algorithms. 
Nevertheless, it is useful to have examples of families of continuously varying media for which 
the exact impulse response is known. §uch examples can be used to examine the effects of 
discretizing the medium and the robustness of discrete inverse algorithms. They also reveal how 
any parameters in the families of impedance profiles appear in the corresponding impulse 
responses. 
3. Formulation of the problem 
We consider the propagation of acoustic waves in a one-dimensional infinite medium, taking 
the x-axis to measure distance along the medium (Fig. 1). The development in this section is 
well known, serving to introduce our specific assumptions and notation. 
It is assumed that the medium is lossless and consists, at first, of a finite nonuniform layer 
located in the interval 0 G x < d sandwiched between two semi-infinite uniform layers located 
in the intervals x < 0 and x > d. We describe the acoustic waves through the excess pressure 
P(x, t) of the medium. 
The dynamics of the propagation process will be described by the linearized wave equation 
for the excess pressure (see [8, p.4081): 
iPP(x, t) p’(x) W(x, t) 1 a*p(x, t) 
-- 
3X” 
=- 
P(X) ax C*(X) at* ’ (1) 
where p(x) and c(x) are the equilibrium density and local wave velocity of the medium, 
respectively. Equation (1) is a second-order hyperbolic partial differential equation with 
characteristic urves in the tx-plane determined by dx/d t = + c( x). The pressure disturbances 
in the medium thus travel along these characteristics with the local wave velocity c(x). 
In the examples that we consider, p(x) and c(x) are positive and continuous for all x and 
are analytic in the interval 0 <x < d. Within the two uniform semi-infinite layers (x < 0 and 
x > d) we set 
p(x) =ppo, c(x) = co, for x < 0, (2) 
and 
P(X) =ppl, c(x) -q, for x > d. 
The impedance of the medium is defined in the usual way: 
(3) 
Z(x) ‘p(x)c(x). (4) 
From our restrictions on p(x) and c(x), it follows that Z(x) is positive and continuous for all 
x, analytic for 0 <x < d and constant elsewhere; say, Z(x) = z. (= pocn) for x < 0 and 
Z(x) =zl (=plc,) for x > d. 
We first examine the scattering problem in the frequency domain. Accordingly, we seek 
solutions of (1) of the form 
P(x, t) =p(x, w) e’“‘, (5) 
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where 0 is the angular frequency of such harmonic wave solutions. Substituting (5) into (1) 
yields the following second-order ordinary differential equation for p( X, 0): 
d2p(x, o) p’(x) d,n(x, 0) + co2 -- 
dx’ P(X) dx 
-p(x, 0) = 0. 
c’(x) 
(6) 
We next make certain changes of variables (see [I, p.1081 or [6, pp. 292, 3521) in (6). We 
introduce the new independent variable 
which is the trwel time, the time it takes for a pressure disturbance to travel from position 0 to 
position x. Because c(x) is a positive continuous function, (7) implicitly determines x as a 
single-valued continuous function of 7; say, x =X(T). With respect to T, (6) becomes 
d’p(.r(i), W) Z’(T) dp(x(r), O) 
---- 
di2 fC ( ) dr 
+tdp(x(T), 0) = 0, 
. 
(8) 
where Z(T) denotes the impedsncc Z(x) expressed as a function of travel time through (7) (i.e., 
Z(i) = Z( X( 7))). 
We shall also need the specific travel time Td, the time an acoustic wave takes to travel the 
thickness d of the nonuniform layer, given by __ 
ext. we 
/ 
d d_r . 
;rd = 
0 c(x)’ 
introduce the new dependent variable 
(9 
u(c 0) ~~(T)p(X(T), w), where l(T) G 
Mch transforms (8) into the Schrodinger equation 
d’u(r, o) 
di’ I +[o’ -q(T)]+, 0) =o, 
(10) 
(11) 
where 
C”(T) 
4(T) G m’ (12) 
Equation (11) reduces to d%(T, o)/dT2 + 02U(T, 01 = 0 for 7 < 0 and T > Td, and so its 
general solution in those intervals will be some linear combination of exp( - icL)T) and exp(iwT). 
For our specific scattering problem we take 
U(i, 0) = 
i 
e -iwT+R(o) eiwr, 7<0, 
T(+(Td) eAior, 7 > Td. 
(13) 
A solution of (11) of the form (13) corresponds physically to a harmonic pressure wave of unit 
amplitude exp[i& -x/c,)], impinging on the nonuniform layer from the left (Fig. 1) and then 
being scattered by the layer, producing a reflected pressure wave R(w) exp[io( t + x/co)] 
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travelling to the left in the region x < 0 aqd a transmitted pressure ave T(o) exp[im( z-x/Q] 
travelling to the right in the region x > d. The functions R(w) and T(o) (the reflection and 
transmission coefficients of the nonunif,-... .VV layer, respectively) depend on the nature of the 
nonuniform layer, i.e., on its impedance Z(T) in the interval 0 < T < ?& 
The continuity of P( x, t ), p(x) and c(x) for all x requires that u( 7, w) be continuous for all 
7. In particular, at the travel times 7 = (1 and 76, we have from (13) the two boundary conditions 
u(O+, o) = 1+ R(o) (14) 
and 
U(T;, 0) = T(0)c(Td) +-. 
While the pressure gradient ilP( x, t)/ax melst also be continuous for all X, it does not follow 
that u’( x, O) is continuous for all x since Z'(T) in our examples has jump discontinuities at 
7 = 0 and T = Td. From (ll), (14) and (15) one can determine the appropriate boundary 
conditions in the usual way (see [6, pp. 292, 35211, to obtain 
u’(O+, w) = -io[l -R(w)] --cy[l + R(w)] (16) 
and 
u’(qy, w) = -[io +p] T(W)c(Td) emioTd, 
where 
. z’(o+) z’(G) 
- and p G - 
a= 22, 2z, l 
(17) 
(18) 
Thus, if the general solution of (11) can be found in the interval 0 < T < Td in the form 
U(T, o) = clul(T, O) + C~ZQ(T, w) (where u,(~, W) and ~~(7, o) are any two particular solutions 
and c1 and c2 are constants), the four boundary conditions (14)-(17) become a linear system 
for cl, cz, R( to) and T(W). The reflection coefficient R( to,) can then be easily determined from 
this linear system. 
If we somehow find the reflection coefficient for a particular impedance profile, a technique 
of [lo] can be used to find the reflection coefficient for a related impedance profile as follows. 
Setting 
(11) becomes 
d*v(T, w) 
dT* 
+ [A r(+o, wj -= 0, 
where 
(20) 
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The transformed equation (20) is of the same form as (11) and ~(7) is the same as C(T) in (10) 
with Z(T) replaced by Z&~(T). Moreover, if uk, 01 is of the form given in (131, then because 
5(7) = 1 for IP < 0 and l(r) = J(Q) for T > TV, it follows that ~$7, O) is of the form 
e - iw 
v(7, w) = 
- R(o) e’“‘, 7 < 0, 
T(o)((rd) @=, 7 > Td. 
(22) 
The net iSlllt is that if R(o) is the reflection coefficient of a medium with impedance z(r), 
then the reflection coefficient of a medium with impedance ~(7) = Z&(T) is -R(o). Notice 
that both z(r) and W(T) are equal to z0 for T < 0. 
The impulse response of the nonuniform layer that we are interested in, denoted r(t), is the 
excess pressure at the first interface, PiO-, t ), measured ior all t > 0, when the pressure 
disturbance existing in the medium for --oo <x < a~ and t < 0 (the incident wave) is given by 
P(x,t)=6 *-; . ( ) 
Here, s(t) is the Dirac delta function (or impulse function) with singularity at t = 0. Because 
the Dirac delta function has the representation 
(24) 
the Principle of Superposition allows us to represent the impulse response as 
1 00 
r(t) =- I 
R(o) eioi do. 
27r --3o 
(25) 
That is to say, the impulse response r(t), as is well known, is the Fourier transform of the 
reflection coefficient R( 0). 
From the remarks following (22), the impulse response of a medium with impedance U;(T) 
given by W(T) = z$‘z( 7) is the negative of the impulse response of the medium whose 
impedance is Z(T). 
In the next sections we use the above equations to find the impulse responses for a certain 
class of semi-infinite and finite nonuniform layers. 
4. The reflection coefficient when q(7) is a nonnegative constant 
The class of impedance profiles we shall be interested in arises when q(7) in (11) is a 
nonnegative constant. Setting q(7) = y2, 0 < T < T& where y is real, (11) becomes 
d’tr(7, u) 
dT2 
+ [6J2- Y2]u(7, w> = 0, 
and so for 7 E (0, Td): 
4~ 4=c1 exp([w2-y2]*‘27j +c, exp(-[t02-Y2]1’2T). 
(26) 
(27) 
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Also, from (12), 
Y(T) - Y25(7) = 0, 
and so 
95 
5(T) = 
d, + 47, for y = 0, 
d, cosh(yT) + d, sinh(yT), for y z 0. 
(28) 
(29) 
Since l(7) = [z~/~(T)]‘/~ and a! G’(O+)/2z0, the impedance is then 
4J -cm] -=, for y = 0, 
z,[cosh(yi) - (t) sinh(v$2, for y + 0, 
(30) 
for 0 < T < T& We impose the condition a! < I/Td for y = 0 and the condition ar < y coth(Y’T;i) 
for y # 0 to prevent the impedance from becoming unbounded within the layer. 
Solving for R(w) using (27) and the four boundary conditions (14)-( 17) gives 
[A(w)-icu][B(o)-iP] -[A(w)-$I[+)-i(~]E(o) 
R(w)= [B(o)+ia][B(~r!)-iPj -[A(o)-i/3][A(w)+i+(w)’ 
where 
A(o) 1/q, =o+ 0 
B(o) =o - d-_, 
E(w) = exp(2i,/v), 
(31) 
(32) 
(3% 
(34) 
and ac and p are as given in (18). 
5. The 3mpulse response for semi-infinite layers 
Our objective in this section is to find the impulse response for a semi-infinite layer whose 
impedance for r > 0 is of the form given in (30). One way to accomplish this is to take the limit 
of the reflection COeffiCient for the corresponding finite layer, given in (30, as Td goes to 
infinity and then take the Fourier transform of this limiting reflection coefficient. A problem 
with this approach is that the limit of (31) as Td goes to infinity does not exist as an ordinary 
function, but only as a distribution. Nevertheless, this calculation can be performed, which we 
do in Appendix I, to arrive at the following impulse response for a semi-infinite layer with 
impedance given by (30): 
for all real a and all real nonzero y with (Y G 1 y I. Here, Jk( .) is the Bessel function of the first 
kind of order k. 
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‘$ = [cosh(yr) - (cd$sinh(yc)]-* 
0 
Fig. 2. The scaled impedance z(T)/z,-, given in (30) 
pIotted against scaled travel time ye for four values of 
the parameter ar/y. 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
T 0.1 
r(t) 
Y -0.0 
-0.1 
-0.2 
-0.3 
-0.4 _ 
0 4 8 16 20 
Fig. 3. The scaled impulse response r(t)/y given in 
(35) plotted against scaled time yt for the four 
impedance profiles shown in Fig. 2. 
The following three special cases of (35) are of interest: 
0 i a= Y: =- t > 0, z( 7) = to exp(2yT), 7> 0, 
( ) ii Ly= -y: t > 0, z(7) =zo exp( -2r7), 0 0, 
t > 0, Z(T) =zo sech2(yr), r> 0. 
The result in (i) can also be found in [5] using a different approach. 
Figure 2 is a graph of the impedance Z(T)& as a function of the travel time ye using (30’; 
for four different values of the ratio cw/y. Figure 3 is a graph of the corresponding impulse 
responses r( t ) versus time yt using (35). 
Although we restricted y to be nonzero in (35), that case is easily treated, as others have 
done [5,11]. Setting y = 0 in (31) and letting rd go to infinity (using the technique in Appendix 
I), we arrive at R(o) = - ia/[2(o + $a)]. The corresponding impulse response and impedance 
profile are then 
(iv) y=o, a<‘: r(t)=$~exp(&t), DO, z(7)= 20 -. 00. 
(I -lYr)2 
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Formally, this same result can be obtained by taking the limit as y goes to zero in (35). Using 
the limiting form of the Bessel functions at the origin, the series in (35) reduces to the power 
series of the exponential function about the origin, as given in (iv). 
From the remarks following (22), we have that the impulse response of a semi-infinite layer 
with impedance 
Z(T) =q-, cosh(yr) [ -(z) sinh(yr)r, T>O, (36) 
is the negative of the impulse response given in (35). Similarly, from (iv), the imp&e response 
of a semi-infinite layer with impedance Z(T) = z&l - (~7)~, T > 0, is r(t) = - $Q exp( $a?), 
t > 0. 
6. The impulse response for finite layers 
As would be anticipated from the complexity of the general impulse response for a 
semi-infinite layer, the impulse response for a corresponding finite layer of travel-time thick- 
ness rd is quite complicated. In this section we give the impulse responses for two special cases 
of finite layers with impedance profiles specified by (30) for 0 < T < rd. 
Example 1 [i(7) = z. eXp&T)]. If (Y = y, then from (30) the impedance for 0 < T < Td becomes 
Z(T) = 20 eXp(2yT). It follows that p = ^ J for any Td. Substituting a! = p = y into (31) gives 
y sin( Td\/o2-_) 
R’o) = (\102-) cos( Td\lo2-_) + iw sin( Td1/02=) l 
(37) 
As shown in Appendix II, the reflection coe.fficient r(t) turns out to be 
r(t) = 
i 
0, t <o, 
G(t), 2kTd<t<2(k+ l)r,, k=C, 1, 2 ,..., 
where r,( t ) is given recursively by 
Jdrt) 
r,(t) = y-9 
and 
rk(t) = r,_,(t) + hk(t - 2kTd), k = 1, 2, 3,. . ., 
h,‘(f) =Ak(t)[ &(t)J,,(~{+=67) - c,(t)Jz,+,(~~t(t)]~ 
k k-2 
Ak(f) = 
(-1) t 
2y( t + 4k7,)k+3’2 ’
(39) 
(40) 
Bk(t) = 8k(t + 4k7,)1’2[(2k - I)( t + 4kT,) - 2ky2$], 
c,(t) = 2yt’j2[(2k - l)(t + 4kTd)2 - (2k + l)t2]. 
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0.6 I I I I I I 
0.5 
-0.6 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
t/z, - 
Fig. 5. The scaled impulse response r(t)/y given in 
(38) plotted against scaled time t/rd when yap = 
0.3466. The corresponding fractional change in the 
impedance across the layer is z,/q, = 2. 
0 =d 
Trwel time ‘t - 
Fig. 4. The impedance profile Z(T) used in Example 1 
plotted against travel time t. 
Figure 4 is a graph of the impedance Z(T) in this case as a function of the travel time T. 
Figures 5-7 are graphs of the corresponding impulse responses r(t)/? versus time t/Td using 
the above equations for y?d = 0.3466, 1.1513 and 2.3026. These three values of yrd correspond 
to fractional increases in the impedance across the layer of t&-, = 2, 10 and 100, respectively. 
Notice that r( t)/y has two jump discontinuities of magnitude i at t equal to 0 and 2r& but is 
otherwise continuous. 
&ample 2 [Z(T) =z&l - (YT)-‘!. If y = 0, then from (30) the impedance for 0 C T < Td 
becomf;s Z(T) =t&l - a~)-*. we take ac < l/Td so that Z(T) remains bounded in the layer. It 
follows that p = art1 - wd)+ and (31) reduces to 
- 1 + + 
[ 2iw/ar] 
1 + 
R(o) [ 2iw/p] 
e2i7@ 
= 1 - - il 2io/ar] [ 1 + 2io/p] e2iTd0 ’ 
shown III, the coefficient r(t) given by 
= 
0, t <o. 
rk(t), 2kTd<t<2(k+1)Td, k=O, 1, 2 ,..., 
(41) 
where rk(t) is given recursively by 
ro(t)= $a eat/*, (43) 
rk(t) = rk_&) + hk(t - 2kTd), k = 1, 2, 3,. .., (44) 
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r(t) 
Y 
0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
0.0 
-0.1 
-0.2 
-0.3 
-0.4 
-0.5 
-M _._ 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
t/Q - 
Fig. 6. The scaled impulse response r( t)/y given in 
(38) plotted againsi scaled time C/T~ when y:d = 
1.1513. The corresponding fractional change in the 
impedance across the layer is zI/zO = 10. 
and 
k k-l 
0.6 
,~~~ . 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
t/Z - d 
Fig. 7. The scaled impulse response r( t)/y given in 
(38) plotted against scaled time t/rd when YTd = 
2.3026. The corresponding fractional change in the 
impedance across the layer is zl/zO = 100. 
hk(t) = eati2 c G,ft” - e-pr/2 c H,ktn, 
n=O n=O 
where 
G+ (-‘) 
kak+l k 
’ Gk_ (-‘) 
k-Lkpk[c@ - 2) -2p] 
2k+‘k! (&+p)“’ k I= 2k (k - l)! (ct +p)k+l ’ 
G; = (2k -n - 3)! cxk-*pk 
X 
[ 
a2(k - l)(k - 2) - 2a$(k -n)(k - 1) +p2(k -n)(k -n - 1) 
(-- l)n2n+1 n! (k - l)! (k -a)! (a + /3)2k-n 
k = I, 2,..., n =O, 1, 2, . . . . k - 2, 
ak-l k+2 
H;_l = . 
P 
2k (k-i)! (cY+@~+” 
I 3 
(45) 
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Fig. 8. The impedance profile z(r) used in Example 2 
plotted against travel time T. 
1.0 
0.6 
-0.6 
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 
t/Q -* 
Fig. 10. The impulse response t)/u given in 
(42) plotted agaioa9t scaled time !/rd when W~ = 
0.2929. The corresponding fractional change in the 
impedance across the layer is zl/zO = 2. 
0.8 
0.6 
m 
- 0.2 
a 
-0.6 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
t/Q - 
Fig. 9. The SC : *!A impulse response &)/a! given in 
(42) plotted against scaled time t/rd when ff rd = - 1. 
The curresponding fractional change in the impedance 
across the layer is zl/zO = 0.25. 
1.0 
0.6 
? 
I 0.4 
it> o2 
T-’ 
0.0 
-0.2 
::V 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
t/Q - 
Fig. 11. The scaled impulse response r( t )/a given in 
(42) plotted against scaled time t/Td when ‘~1~ = 
0.6838. The corresponding fractional change in the 
impedance across the layer is zl/zO = 10. 
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X 
[ 
a2(k-n-l)(k-n-2)-2@(k-n-l)k+P’k(k-1) 
2 W’ n! k! (k-n - l)! ((.u +p)2k-n I 
9 
k=l,2 ,..., n=O, I,2 ,..., k-2. 
Figure 8 is a graph of the impedance Z(T) as a function of the travel time 7 in this case. 
Figures 9-I 1 are graphs of the corresponding impulse responses ri t)/~y versus time t,& using 
the above equations for acr, = - P.0000, 0.2929 and 0.6838. These three values of CYQ corre- 
spond to fractional increases in the impedance across the layer of zl/zO = 0.25, 2 and 10, 
respectively. 
Example 3 [Z(T) = z&l - w>*]. From Section 2, we have that the impulse response of the 
medium with impedance variation Z(T) = z,(l - cu7)-* (given in Example 2) is the negative of 
the impulse response for the medium with impedance variation Z(T) = z&l - (YT)*, a! < l/~. 
Notice that this teshnique does not give a new result when applied to Example 1 since it is 
equivalent to replacing y by - y in that example. 
7. Summary 
In this report we have analytically determined the impulse responses fo! a certain family of 
impedance profiles, the key result being given in (35). These responses are of interest in 
themselves, but should additionally be of value in testing impedance-reconstruction algorithms 
that use the impulse response as their input. 
Because of causality the impulse response for the semi-infinite case (35) will be identical up 
to a time T to the impulse response of any medium whose impedance profile is given by (30) up 
to the travel time T = $T. This can be seen in the two examples we gave of nonuniform media 
confined to layers of thickness Q (in tratzl time). In those examples, the impulse response up 
to time 27, was as given by (35) for the semi-infinite case. 
The impulse responses ‘. +he finite-layer media we considered were expressed recursively 
through (38) and (42) for the intervals 2kr, < t < (2k + I)Q, k = 0, 1, 2,. . . . This is to be 
expected both mathematically and acoustically. In each such interval r(t) is analytic. At the 
first two endpoints (t/Td = 0, 2) r(t) has jump &continuities, produced by the incident pulse 
meeting the jump discontinuities in z’(7) at the two faces of the layer. At subsequent endpoints 
(f/G = 4, 6, 8,. . . ) r(t) is continuous. Furthermore, it appears that more and more derivatives 
of r(t) are continuous at these endpoints as time goes on: however, we have not explored this 
analytically. 
Appendix I 
In the complex w-plane we take 
J_ = I(3 _ y* 1 ‘.I2 p,+w/*, (A4 
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Fig. 12. The contours of integration f!Z1 and ‘Zz in the complex o-plane used in Appendix I. 
where 0 < 8, < 2~ and 0 < ~9~ -\< 2~ (Fig. 12). These ranges of 6, and & determine a branch 
cut along the real axis from - y to + y for the function Rio) given in (31). To compute rit) we 
compute the integral in (25) in the complex o-plane. The integral in (25) along the real axis i~??~ 
in Fii. 12) will be taken below the branch cut, so that from - 00 to -y we have 9, = fiZ = rr; 
from -y to +y we have 9,=2rr, 6,=rr; and Tom -t-y to =+= we have 6,=&=2~. 
Because R(W) is analytic for Im(o} < 0 (a consequence of the causality of r(t)), we may 
lower the line of integration from P1 = (Im(o) = 0) to %‘Z = {Imiw} = -E}, where E is an 
arbitrarily small positive number. Along E& we have for E(w) (34): 
1 E(w) 1 = exp[ -2rdI CO* - y* 1 ‘I2 sin($(i+ + fi2))]. (fw 
For o on g2 we have v < $i& + a21 < 2rr, and so the sine term is negative. Consequently, 
1 Eid I tends to infinity as Td tends to infinity. In turn, from (25) and (311, the expression for 
r(t) as Td goes t0 infinity and e goes to zero becomes 
r(t)- &/$~~~~~~] eior dw. (A-3) 
!Vithout loss of generality we may take y = 1; later we make a change cf variable to recover the 
general case. Let 
W=0-VS-i-, 
1 
-=0+&Z-i. 
W (A4 
Then for all real o we have i W I < 1. Expanding the expressic\n in the square brackets in the 
integrand of (KS! in ?Q?Y~~s sf W gives 
W- iar 
1 
W +icr 
for all real w and 0 < 1 a 1 < 1. For (x = 0, + 1, we simply have 
(A-5) 
W- ia! 
1 = w*, 
( 
-iW, if cy= 1, 
i+i, iW, 
if cu=O, (A.6) 
if cy= -1. 
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We next need to evaluate integrals of the form 
Zk=/yJV’ eiof do, k=l,2 ,... . 
Making the change of variables p = iw gives 
(AS) 
by a known Laplace transform (see [9, Sections 1.14 and 2.4j). Replacing w by YO and 
combining everythr 3 above then gives (35) for - 14 cu/y < 1 and y > 0. An analytic continua- 
tion argument ci ihen be used to establish the validity of (35) for at! real a! and all real 
nonzero y. 
Appendk II 
We wish to compute r(t) using (2.5) when R(o) is given by (37). Making the change of 
integration variable p = iw, -we may write (25) as 
r(t) = +-T/~~H(P, Y) ep’ dp, (A-9) 
where the integration is along the imaginary axis of the complex p-plane and 
. 
1 _ e-2Tf/(PfP) 
H(P9 Y) = 
( 
P2 
I 
¶ (A.loj 
(P + 2p) 1 + 2 e-2Td(P+p) 
Y 
with 
P= /p2+y2 -p. (A.11) 
Because r(t) is causal (i.e., r4 t ) = 0 for t < O), R(o) is analytic for Im{ w} < 0, and so H( p, y ) 
is analytic for Re{ p} > 0. ‘The square root in the expression for P introduces a branch cut for 
H(p, y), which we can take as the line segment (-iy, iy) along the imaginary axis of the 
p-plane. Exterior to this branch cut we have 1 P 1 < y and P = @(l/p) as 1 p 1 + 00. Hence 
1 - e-2rdP 
H(P, Y) - 
2p ’ 
as IpI+ (A.12) 
which allows us to deform the path of integration in (A.9) from the imaginary axis to the path 
(E - im, E + im) for any E > 0. The integral in (A.9) is thus the Laplace transform inversion 
integral. 
Next, we expand H( p, y) in the following series: 
H(P9 Y) = s[l+ $r(-l)*( FrS2[$ + 1) e-2kTdCp+pj, (A. 13) 
which converges uniformly on the path of integration. Let u(t) denote, as usual, the Heaviside 
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step function (I(( t I= 0 for t < 0 and u( t J = 1 for t >, 0). Then performing the Laplace inversion 
in (A.91 gives 
r(t) = i u(t - 2kr,)h,(t - 2krd), t > 0, (A.14) 
k=O 
where 
J,(rt 1 
h,(t)= - 
t ’ 
(A.15) 
hk(t) = (-1)“Y’ ((:r-‘(5 +1) es2’QP], k=l,2,... . 
To determine h,( t 1 for k > 0, we write 
h,(t) = (- l)k_Y-l + i (-2kTd)mpm+2k_l 
m=. m! yZkB1 
7 
and Qverting termwise by the use of known formulas 19, Sections 1.14 and 2.41 gives 
hk(t j = s( - l)ky i 
m=O 
(-2zTdJm . 
x (2Jm+2k(yt) + Jm+2k+2(yf) + Jm+2k-2(yf))7 (A.16) 
for k=l,2,... . 
Finaily, we may use the known expression (see [7, Expansion 7.10.1 (1611 
J&x2 + 24 = e MJn+,a(x), 
m=() m! 
(A.17) 
and the recurrence relation for the Bessel functions to sum the series in (A.16) and arrive at 
the e.xpression for r( tl given in (38). 
Appadix III 
We wish to compute r(t) using (125) when R(w) is given by (41). Making the change of 
integration variable p = io, we may write (25) as 
1 
r(t) = - 
/ 
ia 
2rri -ia K(P) ep’ dp, (A.18) 
where 
and 
K(p)= 
-[1+2p/p] + [1+2p/a] eA2’dp 
[I- 2P/al[l+ 2P/P] 
(A.19) 
e -zTdP 
w(p)= [l-2p/a][1+2p/P] l (A.20) 
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Along the imaginary axis in the p-plane we have 1 w(p) 1 < 1, except at p = 0, and so for those 
values of p, 
1 
= i [W(P)y. 
lvw(P) n=() 
(A.21) 
Although (A.21) is not defined at p = 0, K(p) is analytic there, and so upon substitution of 
(A.211 into (A.191 the resulting series for K(p) may be integrated term-by-term in (A.18). The 
result is 
r(t) = i Un(f ), (A.22) 
n=O 
where 
and 
-1 io3 
W)= & 
ept 
1 dP -iso - 2p/a 
-1 icu 
K(f)= z,i/ 
(2p/a)2 eP(t-2nrd) 
_i~(1_2~/(u)n+1(l +2p/p)n dp' n =" 2'*.* ' 
(A.23) 
(A.24) 
The integrands of these integrals have poles at p = $a and/or - $, both of which are on the 
real axis. Consequently, the integrations along the imaginary axis can be accomplished by 
contour integration (Fig. 13), using either the contour ‘Zr (for t - 2127, > 0) or the contour %P2 
(for t - 2n7, < 0). In either case, as the radius of the semi-circular portion of the contour goes 
to infinity, we are left with the integral along the imaginary axis. Let us denote the value of the 
integral around %I by U,,(t) and around T2 by &(t). Thus, U,(t) = U,,(t) for t < 2127, and 
V,< t) = U”#) for t > 2md. Furthermore, we have 
r(t) = i UJt) + 2 U,,,(t), for 2krd<t <2(k+ l)rd, 
n=O n=k+l 
and k = 0, 1, 2,. . . . 
(A.25) 
Fig. 13. The contours of integration ‘+Z1, g2 and SP3 ir( the complex p-plane used in Appendix III. 
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For t < 0 we have 
r(t) = i K,(f)* 
n=O 
(A.26) 
But from causality we know that r(t) = 0 for t < 0. Consequently, the infinite sum in (A.261 is 
zero for t < 0, which allows us to rewrite (A.25) as 
r(t) = i [u,,(t) - rm,(t)], for 2krd <t < 2(k + l)~, (A.27). 
n=O 
andk=0,11,2 ,... . Setting h,(t - 2kr,) = UJt) - UJt), we may next write (as in @?2)--(44)) 
r(t) = 
0, t co, 
rk(f)r 2krd<t<2(k+ 1)q+ k=O, 1, 2 ,..., (A.28) 
where r&(t) is given recursively by 
r,(t) = k,(t). (A.29) 
t-&j =rL+(t) +h,(t - 2kTd), k = 1, 2, 3 ,... . (A.30) 
Next, we notice that the expression U&(t) - U,,(t) is the difference of two contour integrals. 
Combining the two contours together gives us the contour E’3 in Fig. 13, which encloses all of 
the poles of the integrands in (A.23) and (A.24). Using residue theory, this leads to the fact that 
k,(r) = Res(l,(p, t)] I p=2/a, (X.31) 
and 
k&)=Res(lx,(p, t)]lp=2/a+Res(I&. t))Ip=-2/8, k=l,2,..., (A.32) 
-_eP' 
I,(PY t) = 
1 - 2p/a! 
and 
Ik( PT t) = 
- (2p/~y)~ ep’ 
(1 - 2p/u)k+1(l + 2P/p)k ' 
The computations of these residues are messy but 
for h,(t) given in (45). 
(A.33) 
k= 1, 2,... . (A .34) 
straightforward, and lead to the expressions 
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